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Abstract—Reliable signal classification is essential for using an electroencephalogram (EEG) based Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) in motor imagery (MI) training. While deep learning (DL) is used in many areas with great success, only a limited number of works investigate its potential in this domain. This study presents a DL approach, which could improve or replace current state-of-the-art methods. Here, an end-to-end convolutional neural network (CNN) model is presented, which can be applied to raw EEG signals. It consists of a temporal and spatial convolution layer for feature extraction and a fully connected (FC) layer for classification. The global models were trained on 3s segments of EEG data. Training a subject-independent global classifier reaches 80.10%, 69.72%, and 59.71% mean accuracy for a dataset with two, three, and four classes, respectively. The results are superior to the results reported in the literature on the same data. Generally, the reported accuracy values are comparable with related studies, which shows that the model delivers competitive results. As raw signals are used as input, no pre-processing is needed, which qualifies DL methods as a promising alternative to established EEG classification methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stroke is one of the leading causes of adult disability leaving a large part of those surviving the incident with some form of hemiparesis or hemiplegia, which brings a heavy burden to the patient, family and healthcare systems [1]. Conventional therapy focuses on physiotherapy and repetitive training for functional recovery. New therapy forms are using Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems have emerged to tackle the limitations of the current stroke rehabilitation methods.

BCIs were already successfully used to control electric wheelchairs [2], for text input [3], or to create neural bypasses to control paretic limbs [4]. In stroke rehabilitation, they can be used for motor imagery (MI) training. MI (i.e. imagining the execution of movements) activates similar brain pathways as actual movements do. It shows promise to act as substitute exercises in situations where there is no residual motor function, or to prevent exhaustion [5], [6].

The dominating approach for extracting features from MI-EEG signals is the common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithm [7], [8] and variations thereof like common spatio-spectral patterns (CSSP) [9], filter bank CSP (FBCSP) [10], [11], or strong uncorrelating transform complex CSP (SUTCCSP) [12], [13]. The features are then classified through supervised learning algorithms like support vector machines (SVMs). Specialized pre-processing like linear filtering, artifact removal, and trial rejection often needs to be applied in order to achieve acceptable results.

While deep learning (DL) is conquering many domains [14], only few attempts have been made to use DL methods for MI signal classification. Only recently Kumar et al. suggested replacing commonly used classifiers like SVMs by multilayer perceptrons (MLP) while keeping the specialized feature extraction mechanisms [15]. Bashivan et al. used CNNs to classify EEG signals through spectral topography maps generated from short-time Fourier transformed (STFT) recordings [16]. Finally, Tabar et al. used time-frequency maps from STFT as input to a CNN with stacked auto-encoders (SAE) reaching very high accuracy compared to benchmark methods [17].

The approaches applied in [15]–[17] involve pre-processing like feature extraction or STFT for time-frequency mapping. The authors of [18] proposed an end-to-end DL approach using CNNs and long short-term memory cells (LSTMs) to classify raw EEG data without any pre-processing applied. Schirrmeister et al. developed a model with CNN input stages for separated temporal and spatial filtering yielding exceptional results despite a very simple and shallow architecture [19]. In the following, we will present a similar architecture and apply it to the Physionet database [20] of MI recordings.

II. METHOD

The applied classification model is based on the shallow CNN proposed in [19]. It consists of two 1-D convolutional layers with 40 filter kernels per layer. While the first layer applies convolution along the time axis, the second layer learns a spatial filter along the EEG channel dimension, which creates weighed linear combinations of the single channel values. That is, this layer reduces the dimensionality of the data along the EEG channel dimension to one. Thereafter temporal mean pooling is applied to reduce the length of the data further, before the signal is passed to a fully connected layer for classification. Table I lists all layers of the model and some of their properties.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>kernel</th>
<th>padding</th>
<th>params</th>
<th>output shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv 40</td>
<td>30 x 1</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>1240 (N \times N_{\text{EEG}} \times 40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 40</td>
<td>1 x (N_{\text{EEG}})</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>102440 (N \times 1 \times 40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. pool</td>
<td>15 x 1</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>0 (\frac{40N}{35})</td>
<td>(N \times 1 \times 40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flatten</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC 80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>201680</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate, Fig. 1 depicts the different processing steps on a higher level. The different layers are inspired by a typical signal processing pipeline. First, a filter bank of 40 FIR-filters pre-filters the signals of every EEG channel. It is reasonable to assume, that the model will learn filters that are used for frequency separation, to enable differentiation between significant frequency bands and to attenuate activity in insignificant frequency ranges. The subsequent spatial filters take into account the relation between EEG channels and likely learn filters that achieve a high inter-class variance to facilitate the classification through the FC/Softmax layers.

The model used the categorical cross-entropy loss-function and the Adam optimizer for batch training with a batch size of 16 trials. No further regularization was applied, as it did not show to improve the generalization performance. It was implemented\(^1\) in a Python environment using the libraries tensorflow and keras on a consumer laptop with dedicated GPU, which was used for training and evaluation of the model. The training time of the model was typically less than 10 minutes per training/test data pair.

\(^1\)The source code is available at https://github.com/hauke-d/cnn-eeg

III. DATA

The model was applied to the Physionet EEG Motor Movement/MI Dataset [20], which was recorded by the developers of the BCI2000 system [21]. It was recorded in an EEG setup with 64 electrodes and the signals were sampled at 160 Hz. The data contains recordings of motor execution, as well as MI tasks. Only the MI trials are considered in this work. There are recordings from 109 different subjects performing two different MI tasks (left/right fist or both fists/both feet) in two-minute runs of each MI of the two tasks. One trial consists of 2 s rest, 4 s of cued MI, and again 2 s of rest before the next trial starts. Three subsets were created:

- **2-class (L/R):** Distinction between left (L) and right (R) fist MI. Due to missing trials, a subset of 105 subjects and 42 trials per subject (21 for each side) were selected.
- **3-class (L/R/0):** Random sections from the available baseline recordings (eyes opened) were included symbolizing the resting state (0). To uphold the class balance, the data was extended to 63 trials per subject.
- **4-class (L/R/0/F):** Trials with the class “both feet” (F) from the second MI task were included as well resulting in 84 trials per subject.

For the model crossvalidation, the data was separated into five 80/20 splits by subject. This ensures that the test data is always from different subjects, than the model was trained on, which ensures that the results capture the generalization performance of the model. If not mentioned otherwise, the global average accuracy across all splits is reported in the result section.

IV. RESULTS

In the following, we will present and analyze different aspects of the achieved classification performance and the learned model parameters.

A. Global classifier

First, the performance of the global model was determined. When training and evaluating the model on full trials of 6 s (including 1 s of rest before and after the cue period), a crossvalidation accuracy of 87.98%, 76.61%, and 65.73%,
TABLE II
Confusion matrix for 4class classification. Many L, R, and F samples are classified as 0 leading to class 0 featuring the highest recall, but the lowest precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>actual</th>
<th>predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

precision: 0.799 0.786 0.531 0.683

TABLE III
Accuracy values \( p_0 \) (global classifier) and \( \bar{p}_s \) (mean of subject-specific classifiers) for a classifier using 64 channels and 35 input segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( p_0 )</th>
<th>( \bar{p}_s )</th>
<th>( \bar{p}_s - p_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 classes</td>
<td>0.8010</td>
<td>0.8613</td>
<td>+0.0603%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 classes</td>
<td>0.6972</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
<td>+0.934%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 classes</td>
<td>0.5971</td>
<td>0.6893</td>
<td>+0.922%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 shows the associated distribution of per-subject improvements through the subject-specific training. It reveals that improvements of up to 30 percentage points could be reached for single individuals, whereas it only had a negative impact for few subjects. This motivates the adaptation of the global model, if the effort of an initial calibration session to record subject-specific data can be tolerated.

C. Learned spatial filters

As the model learns spatial filters like in CSP-related methods, it is possible to examine the learned weights and interpret them as individual filters for certain purposes. Some representative examples were chosen in Fig. 3. As one EEG channel’s signal produces 40 differently filtered versions in the first layer of the model, the spatial filters shown have been averaged over this dimension to obtain a mean representation for all representations of the EEG signal. This naturally leads to averaging effects making the filters less distinct.

The top row contains filters that are assumed to react to actual MI activity. These filters are more sparse than found in other approaches (e.g. [7], [10], [12]), where filters often pronounce larger groups of adjacent electrodes. As the neural network model learns many filters, it likely obtains more fine-grained features as opposed to a few filters which simply maximize the global inter-class variance.

Finally, given that the model operates on raw EEG signals, it has to account for artifacts and unwanted signal components itself. The filters 32, 35 in Fig. 3 were found to resemble artifact filters for electromyography (EMG) components and filter 9 likely reacts to electrooculography (EOG) signals. This could be further examined by inspecting the single filter activation in response to certain characteristic input samples.
We have presented a DL approach to classifying raw MI-EEG signals without domain-specific preprocessing like artifact rejection or band-pass filtering. Furthermore, the model can be adapted to single subjects increasing the individual classification performance by means of a short re-training session. The results for both the global and subject-specific classifier are comparable with current state of the art methods.

To the best of our knowledge, the reached mean accuracy of 80.10% for a global two-class classifier and 86.13% for a subject-specific classifier is superior to all other works, which operate on the same underlying data. Table IV lists the two best approaches for global and subject-specific classifiers in comparison to the results achieved using the presented CNN model. Even when using the exact same selection of channels as in [13] for comparison, the achieved accuracy was increased by around 2.5 percentage points. Even with only 14 channels selected, the best known global classifier was beat by more than 3 percentage points, although it used far more electrodes.

In future work, this model can be extended to more subjects and long training sessions. Furthermore, the model can be adapted to single subject increases the individual classification performance by means of a short re-training session. The results for both the global and subject-specific classifier are comparable with current state of the art methods.

V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

We have presented a DL approach to classifying raw MI-EEG signals without domain-specific preprocessing like artifact rejection or band-pass filtering. Furthermore, the model can be adapted to single subjects increasing the individual classification performance by means of a short re-training session. The results for both the global and subject-specific classifier are comparable with current state of the art methods.

To the best of our knowledge, the reached mean accuracy of 80.10% for a global two-class classifier and 86.13% for a subject-specific classifier is superior to all other works, which operate on the same underlying data. Table IV lists the two best approaches for global and subject-specific classifiers in comparison to the results achieved using the presented CNN model. Even when using the exact same selection of channels as in [13] for comparison, the achieved accuracy was increased by around 2.5 percentage points. Even with only 14 channels selected, the best known global classifier was beat by more than 3 percentage points, although it used far more electrodes.

These results have to be confirmed on different data, but they indicate that DL is a viable alternative to the current state-of-the-art methods considering the mentioned advantages. Further research has to focus on the real-time applicability for online feedback to be able to employ the model in clinical practice.

Table IV: Works on L/R classification with the Physionet EEG dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>N_{EEG}</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Max. acc.</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park et al. [12]</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>72.37%</td>
<td>SUT-CCSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. [13]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>subject</td>
<td>80.05%</td>
<td>SUT-CCSP, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>80.10%</td>
<td>CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>subject</td>
<td>86.13%</td>
<td>CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76.66%</td>
<td>CNN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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